Lucky Alphabet Clovers

Fill in the missing alphabet letters. Each row is a new series, not connected to the row before.

Stepping Up →

1. A C E G
2. E G B D
3. B C A E
4. F A E D
5. D
Lucky Alphabet Clovers  Answer Key

Fill in the missing alphabet letters. Each row is a new series, not connected to the row before.

Stepping Up  

1. A B C D E F G A
2. C D E F G A B C D
3. D E F G A B C D E F G A
4. D E F G A B C D E F G A
5. D E F G A B C D E F G A

Leprechaun Color By Note

C – Red  G – Yellow
D – Blue  A – Purple
E – Orange  B – Black
F – Green